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NOTICE TO MEMBERS

Subject: Petition 0839/2009 by María Antonia Moro Ortigosa (Spanish), on recognition 
by the Ministry of Education of her ‘Brevet de Technicien Superieur’ (BTS) 
secretarial qualification as a technical bilingual secretary diploma

1. Summary of petition

The petitioner complains that when the Ministry recognised her French BTS secretarial 
qualification, it did not take account of the fact that this was an advanced certificate and 
considered it to be a secondary vocational technical education qualification. The petitioner 
disagrees with the Ministry’s assessment. The latter suggests that she submit an appeal to the 
administrative court.

2. Admissibility

Declared admissible on 13 October 2009. Information requested from Commission under 
Rule 202(6).

3. Commission reply, received on 17 December 2009.

The petitioner applied for official recognition of her French BTS secretarial qualification. In 
her view, which is based, among other things, on a copy of the organisational structure of the 
French educational system that she enclosed with her petition, this qualification is classified 
in the French educational system as advanced education. In addition, the studies required to 
obtain it take place after the baccalauréat. 

The petitioner is complaining about the fact that when the Spanish Ministry for Education 
recognised the qualification in question, it did not take account of the fact that it was an 
advanced certificate and considered it to be a vocational technical qualification. The terms of 
the recognition decision taken by the Spanish authorities assign the petitioner’s BTS 
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qualification the value of ‘Técnica Especialista en Secretaria Bilingüe de Dirección, 
Formación Profesional de Segundo Grado, Rama Administrativa y Comercial’, which means 
‘specialist technical qualification in managerial bilingual secretarial skills, level two 
vocational training, administrative and commercial branch’. 

The petitioner does not agree with the decision as she feels that the assessment made by the 
Ministry devalues her qualification. She notes that there is no equivalent to the French 
qualification in Spain. In response to her application for a re-evaluation, the Ministry 
suggested that the petitioner lodge an appeal with the administrative courts.

Finally, the petitioner states that she has sacrificed a great deal for her studies and that she 
would not have spent two additional years studying after her baccalauréat in order to obtain a 
qualification that was equivalent to secondary education. The decision by the Spanish 
authorities is therefore a source of embarrassment to her and she thinks that she is being 
penalised by her own country for having studied in another Member State.

Commission comments

The Commission agrees with the petitioner that the studies that she did in France take place 
after obtaining the baccalauréat and that her studies to obtain the BTS qualification are part of 
advanced education in France. The Commission believes that the complexity of the 
equivalence of her qualification is increased by the fact that, as it is awarded in principle after 
two years of studies, it does not belong to the system that is currently known in France as 
‘LMD’ (Degree – Masters – Doctorate) because the first of these three stages requires three 
years of studies and there is no intermediary stage under the Bologna system. However, the 
file shows that her qualification was obtained in 1990, i.e. long before the Bologna system.

The Commission recalls that academic recognition of qualifications is the responsibility of 
Member States and not of the Community, pursuant to Article 149 of the EC Treaty. It 
considers that the petitioner’s problem should be resolved taking into account the 
equivalences in force at the time that she obtained her qualification. The principle that a 
student should not be penalised due to having done his/her studies (or part of them) in another 
Member State should also be taken into consideration. A refusal to recognise a qualification 
without sufficient justification, or the application of excessively long or costly procedures,
could be interpreted as penalising an EU citizen for having exercised his/her right to free 
movement and for having studied in another Member State, which could also be considered to 
be a violation of EU law.

However, in order to iron out the practical difficulties associated with recognising 
qualifications across EU borders without recourse to judicial proceedings, the European 
Union has encouraged the Member States to establish a network of information centres for the 
recognition of academic and professional qualifications, which can often help to resolve 
problems with recognition and/or access to studies through direct contact between the centres 
in the countries concerned.

It is therefore recommended that the petitioner consults the ENIC-NARIC network, the 
address of which is as follows (it gives a full list of all the addresses and points of contact for 
all the Member States):
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http://www.enic-naric.net/

The European Commission agrees that the channel of internal appeal advised by the Spanish 
authorities and also recommended by the European Parliament Committee on Petitions (to 
exhaust the possibilities available for judicial appeal in Spain by lodging an appeal with the 
administrative court) is the right approach to take if the problem is not resolved otherwise in 
the mean time. The national authorities, including the judicial institutions, are closer to the 
reality of an individual case such as this petition and consequently better placed to examine all 
of the evidence in the case and clarify the confusion regarding this matter and the changes to 
national legislation over time.


